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BUILDING BRIDGES 

EFT can seem unconventional – one taps on acupressure points while talking about an issue to relieve 

emotional and physical discomfort. Because of EFT’s unconventional nature, it is helpful to develop a 

connection between concepts people currently understand and EFT. Founder Gary Craig called this link 

to the familiar “building a bridge to understanding” which helps to create rapport with the reader or 

audience and acceptance of EFT. Offering a “bridge” linking EFT to familiar concepts is important to 

remember when attempting to tell others about EFT.  

 

Gary Craig offered these bridges:  

 

• EFT is like hypnotherapy but adds extra power to the process because it integrates the body's subtle 

energies and it integrates beautifully with hypnotherapy because it allows us to take the process 

even deeper. 

• EFT is like talk therapy with the advantage that it allows us to get to the issues faster and resolve 

them more thoroughly. 

• EFT enhances massage therapy by adding an important emotional relaxation process. 

• EFT blends perfectly with Cognitive Behavioral Therapy because it helps bring up the issues faster 

and creates more (and deeper) Cognitive Shifts behind the scenes. 

• EFT is like Systematic Desensitization except that it is much gentler and often faster. 

• EFT enhances our Chiropractic work because it allows us to include important emotional issues and 

to integrate the body's subtle energies. 

It is helpful to modify these examples to your audience.  



John Freedom creates a wonderful bridge when he tells his classes: 

EFT is a technique for BEHAVIORAL DESENSITIZATION. Does the name “Ivan Pavlov” ring a bell? Pavlov 

was a Russian psychologist, and founder of the behaviorist school of psychology. He is probably most 

famous for a series of experiments in which he rang a bell as he gave meat to his dogs. The dogs very 

rapidly learned to associate the smell of meat with the sound of the bell, and would then salivate 

whenever they heard a bell. 

What many people forget is that WE ARE ALL PAVLOVIAN DOGS. Behavioral conditioning is based on 

associative learning. If a white cat jumps on and startles a little girl when she is a baby, she may then 

ASSOCIATE cats with feeling startled; and may then feel slightly anxious whenever she encounters 

anything white or furry. 

Associative conditioned learning is not all ‘negative.’ As children, we learn to associate the sound of 

rustling skirts with Mom, greasy work-clothes with Dad, the smell of fresh baked bread with Grandma. 

Thereafter, whenever we hear, see or smell anything similar to these (repetitive, conditioned) 

memories, we will re-experience these same feelings and sensations, automatically, mechanically and 

often unconsciously.  

Tapping on meridian points DESENSITIZES these conditioned responses, and re-associates (i.e. counter-

conditions) a ‘relaxation response’ to the formerly stressful stimulus. 

 

THE DISCOVERY STATEMENT 

 

THE DISCOVERY STATEMENT 

“The cause of all negative emotions is a disruption 

in the body’s energy system.” 

 

Gary Craig described the Discovery Statement as the essence of EFT:  

Negative thought � creates energy disruption � creates the negative emotion 



 

Here is an example of how our thoughts could affect how we feel and react. A group of people visit the 

Grand Canyon. As they stand at the guardrail to view the scene: 

• some are touched and impressed by the immense beauty of it; they feel gratitude and awe  

• others immediately feel afraid of the height at which they are standing 

• others feel overwhelmed by the huge openness and retreat to their cars for “safety”  

• others are reminded of some event from their past that involved height, something larger than 

themselves, open spaces, groups of people or guardrails and become in some way upset and 

have a negative emotion or uncomfortable physical feeling that upsets them 

• others may be impressed with the beauty but immediately think of someone they lost whom 

they would like to have shared the moment with and become sad 

 

Not all have the same level of upset.  Some responses are mild, some moderate and others feel so 

negatively they have to immediately leave the scene. The point here is that no two people have the 

same reaction to the same exact event. The people enjoying the beauty are fine. Those with negative 

thoughts about any part of viewing the Grand Canyon experience an energy disruption which causes the 

physical or emotional discomfort. Your internal response to any situation is determined by your past 

experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Discovery Statement says that negative 

emotions are caused by an energy disruption. 

Energy disruptions happen when we have a 

negative thought. This disruption can be seen 

 

 

 

 

as a “clog” in our energy system. We 

clear the clog by tapping on the 

meridian points while focusing on 

the bothersome issue. Tapping sends 

pulsing through the meridian and 

therein “fixes” the energy disruption. 

Energy flows freely again and the 

negative emotion is neutralized. 

 

Tapping while focusing on the negative emotion clears the disruption. The disruption is 

described in TFT (Thought Field Therapy) as a “perturbation,” or disturbance, in the thought 

field. According to the concept in TFT, each of our thoughts is contained in a “thought field.” It 

is the perturbation or disturbance in this thought field that is addressed in TFT by tapping. The 

perturbation in the thought field contains active information that triggers the neurological, 

chemical, hormonal, and cognitive changes in the person. These changes result in the experience 

of negative emotions. These perturbations exert their influence by causing imbalances in the 

body's energy system. In other words, disturbances in the thought field cause an imbalance in the 

body’s energy system that result in negative emotions. 

Most people believe that the upsetting event or trauma in their lives is what causes their related 

negative emotions. EFT and other energy techniques recognize a different causative factor. The 

event does not cause the emotional upset.  

The thought about the event causes the energy disruption  

that in turn causes the negative emotion. 

When the energy disruption is balanced using EFT, the emotions around the memory are 

released. When working with traumatic events using energy psychology, the person does not 

need to talk about or re-live all the gory details – being tuned in to the issue as they tap is all that 

is necessary to balance the disruption.  

DISRUPTIONS AND REACTIONS 

When our energy is flowing smoothly, we feel calm and peaceful. Conversely, when this energy 

is disrupted, we become out of balance and overly emotional. This disruption, or blockage, limits 

our ability to function at our best. In their book, Emotional Healing in Minutes (2001), Paul and 

Valarie Lynch liken this to boulders in a stream; the energy is prevented from flowing freely. 

Removing our personal boulders allows balance and equilibrium to return.  



When water flowing in a stream reaches a boulder, the water flow is disrupted. When something 

happens now that triggers a past response, our subconscious mind looks to the past for a way to 

react. It then reacts according to that past disruption, and the flow of energy is disrupted again.  

 

Any stimulus could trigger a disruption: 

sounds, smells, sights, tastes, objects, 

animals, certain environments, even just a 

triggering word or phrase can cause this 

disruption to recur.  

The subconscious mind reacts according to 

specific, earlier learned “rules of behavior” 

even when those rules are out of date. 

 


